Sunday.

Dear Caroline,

There was a house meeting here yesterday and the free store of a Mounting Lowery Moody Gent agent, vice, E.R. Whipple resigned to be an Apostate. After it was over Harris showed into my ear that Nullis St. Church had proposed to Epiphanius Peabody, pretending to think he would treat other missions, whereupon Harris & Pam. Many eminent had protested. I hope they want to get something rescue him from flattery or prejudice, again Peabody. I frames invite me to write to you to get any substantial facts in your, as speedily as possible.

I have written to England for last steamer, shewing the middle ground he as the last steamer that could
Arrive in Season, I have seen in the Silk Merchants their advertisements to that effect. I wrote however, to Slusfow, V. to E. Ruse Anne wrote, lessening their time to arrive in the rest of the United Kingdoms. As Barons the strange lot have already arranged for a hundred dollars worth of most desirable things. The handsome antelope, probably since Emmaus wrote...

In Bell

J. S. Shude de Borne

Mrs. Bullen

L. M. Mott

Cromwell

Mrs. Hinkley and [illegible]

Money

As Lagige, $10.00

From Mr. Bradd White 25.00

From Mrs. Young 25.00

A dozen will also arrive 10.00 and have a table, not she says. One thing hint of such as the hopes will fall to me.
The White is gone to live near
productive of the land of the Duke.

From Capt. Moses, a letter

on board a sloop, something shipped

20th Nov. Richard Rice. Martha's hill I

hanging now in my hand,
two barrels of sugar. I gave him

Lucia's nonsense novel to read

on board & otherwise kindly en-

voyed him. I shall take the credit

of one barrel for my own civilities.

The Jamaica has sent a letter telling

of a week making a few

things. She tells me for Mrs. Little

Yale. I gave a Thunberg & many

plants at St. Croix. I as the

Canal 16 cases of small box at work

for us, are going to be vaccinated

over again immediately. Fathers

in London, after Suffering in

a room, steaming & washing &
on my part, I send a letter
James M. Lincoln. Who, how ever has not been in the same house with the sick, nor had any communication with them. Things seem to look hell all around. Eliza thinks every body is making white mind to come to the fair as a anti. Gurious head for the bell is coming on. They is rubbing hard against the committee in the new junct "The Free State rally," like a cat in a cat nip garden. He is particularly near, I am employed in baking & making to save him from starving, which prices have opportunity to take payment. Dr. Smiths name at the head of the donations though Dr. Jackson was the first man who paid a